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Like medicine, the arts and holy orders, print design, too, is a calling. And the
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more ephemeral our digital world becomes, the more exquisite and three-
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dimensional our designs. Increasingly this means embossing, and we have a
few examples this issue that, even if you’ve been in the business a while, you
have to see to believe. And there’s no better place to start than with our cover.
Printed 4-color offset, we then used Scodix Sense digital enhancement
technology to add a raised ink effect (aka “digital embossing”) to elements
of the hangtag illustration, as well as a 25% Sense screen for that intriguing
pattern you see around its black border. All of that together with the digital
gold foil leaves you with a cover that begs to be touched.
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Indeed, the hangtag-label combination for Thinking Tree Spirits (p. 18)
is a wonderful example of how digital and letterpress printing can work

PRODUCTION DESIGNER
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beautifully together – you’d swear some of these creatures were actually
moving! The Maui Jim promotions portfolio (p. 28), on the other hand,
actually looks and feels like the woven baskets it’s meant to emulate.
Naturally, print design requires big-picture thinkers to guide the way.
If you’re on social media or follow the design conference circuit, you’ll know
Aaron Draplin. (He spoke at our VMA Design Conference back in June!) Few
designers have Aaron’s knack for cutting through the pretentiousness
of our industry to focus on what matters, which he does admirably
here (p. 10).
Meanwhile, Washington DC’s Design Army is part branding
agency, part artistic movement whose work has probably been seen
by nearly every designer reading this magazine. In our interview (p.
12), co-founder Pum Lefebure shows us where print, digital and the
fashion world meet, and where it all might be headed.
So settle back, get inspired, and start planning your
own boundary-pushing designs.
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EXPERT

THE PATINA

EFFECT
By Sabine Lenz

SABINE LENZ IS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF STORYBOARD MAGAZINE. SHE IS ALSO FOUNDER &
CEO OF PAPERSPECS.COM, WHICH IGNITES
COMPELLING PRINT DESIGN BY SHARING A
WIDE RANGE OF INSIGHTS AND INSPIRATION.

Every self-respecting copper roof should be turning
green with envy: The patina effect on Heather + Little’s
business cards is even more stunning in person than
it is in photographs. It looks so real you can’t help but
wonder, “How the heck did they do this?”
Some quick background: Heather + Little is
renowned for historic sheet-metal restorations. From
the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C., to the
Canadian parliament building, it has worked on some of
North America’s most significant landmarks.

DETAIL’S THE THING

The company turned to Overdrive Design Ltd., a
full-service agency in Toronto, with the goal of somehow
reflecting its craftsmanship, innovation and attention to
detail in a new identity. And this is exactly what it received.
Since Heather + Little uses a lot of copper in its
work, the design team reproduced the logo in copper
foil. That was the easy part. The blue-green patina effect
(known as “verdigris”), however, was another story.
What sounded like a fabulous idea proved to be extremely challenging to pull off. The design team was told
by several printers that it was, quite frankly, impossible.
And then it encountered Flash Reproductions.
“It was definitely one of the more involved stationery sets we have done,” admits Flash Reproductions
President Rich Pauptit. Then again this is what Flash
thrives on—it is the originator of the envelope-pushing
Wayward Arts magazine, after all.
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STEP-BY-STEP

While this look might not be what you’d
want for your everyday work, it’s nice
to have this inspiring technique in your
creative tool box for when the right
project comes along. Let’s focus on
the centerpiece of the stationery: the
business card.
Front of the Cards

1. The cards were offset printed on
Neenah Classic Crest Avon Brilliant
White 110 lb. Cover with a PMS
5467 gray.
2. They were then foil stamped with
FoilTech 3800 Copper, which also
gives the stamped areas a slight
debossed feel.
3. Afterward, they were run through
another round of offset printing,
this time with a custom metallic
brown PMS 471 nonoxidizing ink
that was partially applied on top of
the foil. (Offset inks are not completely opaque, so this gave a nice
transition in the “oxidizing” look.)
4. Next, a custom green PMS 565
“patina” color was screen printed on
top of the foil to achieve the verdigris look. Silk-screen inks are very
opaque, which allows the green to
sit nicely on top of the foil and offset
a portion of the “patina.”
Back of the Cards

5. The cards that would end up as the
“backs” in this duplexed card were
also offset printed on Neenah Classic Crest Avon Brilliant White 110
lb. Cover with PMS 5467 gray.
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Finishing Touch

6. Both sides of the card were then
duplex laminated and trimmed,
giving the finished product a nice,
superthick feel and creating extra
room on the edges for the next step.
7. The sides were edge gilded with
FoilTech 3800 Copper foil.
8. The “patina” green was handapplied to the edges.
“We went through tons of rounds of trial
and error,” admits Pauptit, “looking for
a way to create these amazing cards with
fewer steps. But ultimately this is what
it came down to.”
No wonder Flash expresses the
production time for this stationery
set as “way too long.” But if you have
a chance to get your hands on one of
these cards, the look and feel of the
final product with the patina effect is oh
so worth it.
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My Own Way
AARON DRAPLIN ON TENACITY
AND THE CREATIVE PROCESS
by Aaron Berman
10
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Q+A

At last year’s Adobe MAX conference, the first indication that designer and
Field Notes co-founder Aaron Draplin was in the room wasn’t his trademark
cap or beard but the enormous swell of people around him.
Anyone wanting to understand his
popularity need look no further than his
book, Draplin Design Co.: Pretty Much
Everything, less a book about design than
a model for living creatively. “I tried to
build a life in design my own way,” he says
on the first page before asking, “Can you
make a career out of something on your
own terms? I think you can.”
He did.
Spending much of his time on the road
giving lectures like a Johnny Appleseed of
smart design, it’s fitting that Aaron replied
to our questions via email from his van somewhere in this great land of ours.
Do you always follow the same
creative process?
It all comes down to listening, researching,
sketching, building and then applying it
to items to show context. That’s the same
process for the big stuff and the little crusty
stuff. One is just better documented with
a thousand sweaty emails. It’s my job to
make [something for the client] that’s not
only appropriate for their place in the market but also exciting enough for them to
get behind. I want them to make stickers of
the logo and put them on their laptops and
water bottles and stuff. That’s the sign that
they are going to celebrate the thing.
Do you think it’s too late for
those of us who’ve been doing
this for the paycheck for a while
to change our design approach?
Too late? Never. I’d just say it comes down to
loving this stuff and applying it around you.
Might be for a buck or just for the hell of it.

And that doesn’t matter what age you are.
The paycheck quest is one thing. That shit
has its fingers wrapped around my throat,
too, but I know how to make this stuff fun on
my own time. Sometimes they won’t let you
do that on the job. So what? After you leave
the gig you can soar with the eagles!
Are there particular papers
that really inspire you?
I’ll forever love French Paper Company
from Nile, Mich. The story, the family, the
six generations … and all those incredible
CSA Design paper promotions over the
years. Those guys made design look fun to
me … hell, made paper fun! They’ll be my
go-to brand for life.
YUPO continues to blow my mind.
We use a cover weight and a text weight on
our Field Notes “Expedition” books and I
love how the stuff handles pencil and ballpoint pen—so smooth and indestructible.
You can’t rip the stuff. For our friends
who actually go, uh, outside … that is quite
a benefit.
Last fall we did a run of Field Notes
called the “Lunacy” edition on Neenah
Classic Crest “Epic Stipple” black cover
weight paper. It has the tiniest tooth to it
yet a tiny sheen. I was just blown away by
how good the things felt in your hands.
Thank you, Neenah!
Do you have a rough formula
that you follow in terms of
how much you need to make
each year?
Jobs matter, even the little ones. I still
look at a $250 job like this: $250? Hell,

that’s two months of cell phone payments.
$500? That’s premium cable at the house
all year long! $1,000?! That’s a couple
records at the record store each Friday. It
all adds up. And when I got free from the
agency stuff, I went after everything and it
started to add up quick. Could I have gotten better fees? Who cares?
Did seeing your creative
development laid out
chronologically in Pretty Much
Everything reveal anything to
you about yourself?
Seeing how “going digital” changed things
makes me yearn for a time when I didn’t have
a million typefaces at my fingertips. When I
see the sections in the book so neatly separating the different phases of my little life up
to this point, I can’t help but beam with pride
over this simple fact: I worked hard. And I
think it shows. I want some kid who loves design to know it’s OK to make stuff that might
not make you a cent at first … or ever.
Have there been any Field
Notes ideas that were just
too costly or impractical
to produce?
We worked within our means—nothing
was a big gamble. Say our budget was a
buck for something, and then we’d have to
spend $1.15 to make it awesome? We’d
just do it knowing that’s what it took. I
owe this to [Field Notes co-founder] Jim
Coudal. He showed me that you could
make incredible stuff and scale it in a way
that was healthy and good for the brand.
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DESIGN
ARMY
Selling Global Vibrancy in a Multimedia World
B y

A a r o n

B e r m a n
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If you find the agency name Design
Army at all intimidating, you should.
Far removed from the clubby design scenes of California
and New York, the 21-employee agency is based just two
miles from the White House, and it is the future of our
industry. Since its founding in 2003 by Pum and Jake
Lefebure, Design Army has successfully cultivated a style
and attitude to which many firms often pretend but can
only aspire.
This is largely because its work is medium agnostic
and its aesthetic, like its Washington, D.C., home, is
a rich fusion of tastes and cultures. You can often spot
Design Army’s work—be it the recent rebranding of
Neenah Paper’s CLASSIC line or their Emmy-winning
commercial for Georgetown Optician—by its use of rich,
vibrant colors and a postmodern fashion sense that also
somehow manages a nod to the past. We caught up with
Pum shortly before (another) flight to France.
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FORM FOLLOWS FASHION

“I find inspiration in the city of Paris,” she admits. “Every
corner you turn, every cobblestone you walk on, every
museum you visit—the Louvre, the Pompidou, the Rodin
Museum—it’s all beautiful and historical. There’s so much
depth to the culture, and there’s a vibe within the city that
I enjoy. Bangkok,” where Pum grew up, “is also an inspiring city for me because it’s home; I enjoy the vibrant
culture. Thai advertising is amazing because Thai people
are naturally funny—that’s where the element of humor
comes from within Design Army. We make beautifully
crafted campaigns, but we add sensibility and wit.”
Fashion is something that comes up naturally with
Design Army; both Lefebures wouldn’t seem out of place
on the catwalk or the Oscars’ red carpet. “I love clothes
and first wanted to be a fashion designer,” Pum admits,
“but I quickly found out I don’t like sewing. I tried
interior design, which I love as well, but it didn’t feel as
creative of a medium. There’s a lot of limitation and technicality involved with interior spaces.” Favoring blacks
and whites in her personal attire, “I play with textures and
cuts.” It is this impulse to tweak classic looks that colors
their agency’s approach to design.
You must stay true to your core beliefs, while
also continuously moving forward in exploration, she
explains. “In terms of design, I’m a sans-serif person—I
love Akzidenz-Grotesk, which is a Design Army font. It
will never go out of style because it’s the root of Helvetica, which is timeless. As a designer, you must reimagine
the classic and express it in new, surprising ways. You
must also ask yourself how that visual identity will look
as an Instagram icon. How will it look in print or in film?
What appearance will it have in digital advertising?”

THE PLACE OF PRINT IN A
DIGITAL WORLD

Increasingly this multimedia approach is paramount to
thriving in the industry today, she maintains. “We’re living in a digital world, so it’s necessary to think in terms of
print and digital design in order to create full experiences
and branding campaigns. In today’s world of design, I
think the two have become almost inseparable. Even
when we design packaging, we spend time thinking about
how that specific packaging will look digitally.ˮ
Occasionally this means steering a client away from
their initial idea, she points out, as happened with the
aforementioned Emmy-winning mini-film for Georgetown Optician. “The client came to us with the idea of a
print advertising campaign, but we expanded further to
a more expansive digital strategy to grow their followers
and expand outreach.”
Fall 2017
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Which is not to disparage print. “The role of paper is
to entice people visually and emotionally—that’s something digital platforms can’t do,” she says. “For example,
I love Kinfolk Magazine. Their website is beautiful, but
it obviously doesn’t offer the same experience as holding
actual paper in your hands. Print offers an entire experience—feeling the weight of paper in your hands, hearing
sounds the pages make as they turn, seeing the mix of
coated and uncoated paper. When you look at print, it’s
like walking into a museum. The pages are beautiful and
curated to flow in a linear way, telling an entire story.”
In fact, Design Army recently had the rare opportunity to assist in the revitalization of a beloved Neenah
paper line. “We helped recreate their entire CLASSIC
paper line, from choosing the colors and textures, to actually going to the color lab to mix paints ourselves. We had
to think holistically in order to create paper for designers,
from start to finish, which was a rare opportunity. The pro16
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cess was also about trendsetting and thinking strategically
about every aspect of paper design.”
For many designers this may sound dream job
enough, but there are still projects the Army would love to
tackle. “My dream project is creating a branding system for
the Olympics in Washington, D.C.! That would be incredible because we’d get to do an entire branding scheme and
campaign that would be seen and shared globally.”
Until then, Design Army will continue to do brand
consulting for big names such as Ritz-Carlton. Says Pum,
“I feel lucky because we have clients coming to us and
allowing their entire project to be placed in our hands.
When someone says, ‘I trust you completely,’ that’s the best
compliment you can ever receive. At the same time, it’s also
very intimidating because you don’t want to screw it up!”

COMMITTED TO OUR CUSTOMERS
As an independent, regional paper company with 43 locations in the
West, Kelly Paper has always taken a local approach to our business. From
San Diego to Seattle, we know each and every one of our customers. We
care about your business and understand your printing paper needs—
whatever press you use. Kelly’s strong commitment to customers runs
deep, and our promise is to always bring the insights, ideas and solutions
to make your business a success.
K E L LY P A P E R . C O M

Hang(Tag)

THE TH
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)Ing Around

by Aaron Berman

HINKING TREE
Whenever the future seems dark or

uncertain, the artists and dreamers

among us tend to reach back, far back,
into the mists of history for signs

and symbols that have been sources of
comfort since man’s infancy.
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CASE STORY

F

or evidence of this, look no further than the hauntingly beautiful packaging that
Hired Guns Creative developed for nascent grain-to-bottle distillery Thinking Tree
Spirits in Eugene, Oregon. The ornate, sculptured emboss hangtag calls to mind
a number of ancient mythological earth deities, such as the Green Man (who is the
namesake of many, many pubs throughout England alone).

An Unusual Approach
“We worked with Thinking Tree Spirits to design an
identity for their new company and develop a unique label
template that would work for their entire product line,” says
Hired Guns Creative Graphic Designer Kristen Dullum.
“We settled on a front-and-back label with a cap strap and
a double-sided hangtag, understanding that the hangtag
would add a level of complication to the print production.”
Complication doesn’t begin to cover it, as Hired Guns
had to work with two different printers to bring this exciting
look to life.
Says Dullum, “CCL Label was responsible for printing
all the labels—both sides of the hangtag as well as the front
label, back label, and the cap strap. They also did the hot
foil stamping on the back label and cap strap. At this point,
everything was complete but the hangtag, which still needed
finishing on the letterpress.” [It bears remembering that
traditional letterpresses are used for finishing techniques
in addition to letterpress printing. —ed.]
Twin Ravens Press then added foil stamping, embossing, die-cutting, and duplexing to that gorgeous, gorgeous
hangtag. Words can’t begin to describe how beautifully
these colors play off the contours of the embossing.

CLIENT

Thinking Tree Spirits

DESIGN

Hired Guns Creative

PRINTING

CCL Label, Buffalo, NY;
Twin Ravens Press, Eugene, Oregon

PAPER

Neenah Classic Crest
Digital Smooth; Neenah
So ... Silk; Neenah
Estate Label No. 8

“Twin Ravens Press created a fully sculptured emboss that really brought the
artwork to life,” Dullum observes. “With
so many special letterpress processes
already going into the hangtag, we had
originally planned on a simpler emboss.
Thankfully, Twin Ravens Press was able
to achieve a much higher level of detail.”
That artwork … where to begin? So
many lush illustrations and expert coloring
bring to life each and every glorious detail.
All of it was hand drawn and then colored
in Adobe Illustrator to create a fully vectored design, Dullum explains. “In combination with skillful printing on appropriate
stocks, this helped to achieve very sharp
lines and fine details. (The other reason to
use vector, of course, being that it allows
the artwork to be infinitely scalable for
future applications.)
“Originally, the back of the hangtag
was going to be printed with letterpress.
But in the end, all the labels (including
both sides of the hangtag) were digitally

printed in CMYK by CCL Label using an
HP Indigo press,” she reveals. “This was
primarily so we could ensure perfect color
matching across all the labels and to help
streamline the production.
“KURZ LUXOR 341 Purple was used
for the foil stamping on the front hangtag,
the back label, and the cap strap. There is
also a matte UV varnish over the top (as on
everything CCL Label printed, so the
foil on the hangtag is actually a bit shinier
because it was added later by letterpress).”
Finally, each hangtag was tied off with
a purple cord and held in place with a tiny
glue dot to keep it centered on the front.
The result is an object that seems less a
bottle of spirits and more a magical artifact
from our pagan past. If those birds blinked,
that butterfly flapped its wings, or the
center head suddenly looked up and smiled,
we wouldn’t be at all surprised.
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COMMITTED TO THE INDUSTRY
Spicers has always been committed to the paper business. Our approach
is rooted in long-established relationships with our mill suppliers,
dedicated teams of sales and customer service professionals, support of
industry initiatives and a steady, available inventory of paper products.
As a leader in the industry, we are also committed to the future. Our
ongoing investment, strategic acquisitions and organic growth position
Spicers for success—for generations ahead.
SPICERS.COM
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THE (DIGITAL)
HP’s digital white ink makes

SECRET IN
for impressive, shiny prints

THEIR EYES
by AARON BERMAN

S

omewhere in Minnesota, a self-professed
“magician” has hit upon the secret of mass
producing human beings. I’ve seen them.

More worrying, I think they’ve seen me. How could
they not with those haunting, haunting eyes? “They”
are the models who smolder and pout at us from four
breathtaking sheets digitally printed on the HP Indigo
10000 by GLS/NEXT Precision Marketing. The secret
ingredient? Digital white ink, and in one case, foil board.
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PRINT 1: “Bolder”

After chancing on this photograph during a presentation,
GLS/NEXT Marketing Director Jim Benedict found the
ideal paper to print it on: GPA’s Ultra Digital 100 lb. Midight Black Uncoated Cover. “It’s a wiry sheet, so all the
fibers are pretty much standing on end,” he says. So the
more clicks of white used, “particularly on her lips and her
eyes, the more that white ink starts to impregnate and fill
in those fibers. And then the CMYK comes back over the
top, which is why it takes on a sheen, almost.” This print
took 3 clicks (the digital equivalent of “hits”) of white.
“For me to do that on our 6-color Heidelberg
press, I’d need two white plate units plus the CMYK,” he
explains. “Then, more than likely, I’d also waste a skid of
paper trying to get that one poster.”

BOLD
ER
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Printed on the HP Indigo 10000 using GPA Ultra Digital 100# Midnight Black Uncoated Cover

www.glsmn.com | 888.646.7277

PRINT 2: “Impressive”

This cornea-searing red vision is indeed “impressive,”
particularly with the way the scarf uses the natural grain of
the sheet—GPA Ultra Digital 110 lb. Apple Red Uncoated
Cover—to add an eminently tactile quality.
However, it was while he was experimenting with this
piece that Benedict made his greatest discovery. Even with
all of the white ink used, the model’s face took on a pinkish
cast. “Then I was like, ‘Hey, let me pop the orange in there
once and see what happens.’ I popped it in and went, ‘Holy
crap, look what that does for flesh tones!’”

PRINT 4: “Glamour”

A complete showstopper, this was the print that almost
wasn’t, Benedict says. “What I learned, playing with my
smaller presses, is that I can make any true metallic color
utilizing 4-color [on a metallic or foil substrate]. So that’s
where I started with the letters on Glamour … and let all
the bubbly background on the side take on a more metallic dimension.”
Benedict printed the piece on Mirri Foil Board for
an added sheen. Multiple clicks of Opaque White were
added in certain areas.
Together, these GLS/NEXT posters not only demonstrate how effective digital white ink can be but prove
that, in the right hands and on the right paper, even the
greatest miracle of all can be worked by digital printing:
the bringing to life of an image … or four!

PRINT 3: “Softer”

“When I selected these images, I was really zooming in
on the clarity,” Benedict explains. “I can see hairs on their
faces, the eyes and just how crisp everything is.”
Nowhere is this more apparent than in this print,
easily the most lifelike, though with a disturbing quality
you can’t quite put your finger on. (Perhaps it is those
intense, haunting eyes.)
“I wanted a vintage-y look,” Benedict admits. “The
only white is in the lace under the
word ‘Softer’ and in a small area on
her face. The rest of it is straight
DESIGN/PRINTING
GLS/NEXT Precision
4-color on [GPA Ultra Digital]
Marketing
Kraft Board.”
PAPER

GPA Ultra Digital:
Specialty Color Cover;
Kraft Board; Specialty
Mirri Board

PRINT METHOD

Digital: HP Indigo
10000

FINISHING AND BINDING
Trimmed to size
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Printed on the HP Indigo 10000 using
GPA Ultra Digital 12pt C2S Silver Mirri Board

Maui
Wowie

CASE
STORY
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CAPTURING THE
FEEL OF THE BEACH
WITH EMBOSSING
BY AARON BERMAN

Here we are, digging our toes into the hot orange sand
of Makena Beach and watching the tide roll in beneath
giant Maui clouds. It would be so nice if it were true,
but we’re actually just sitting here cradling the heavily
embossed Maui Jim promotions portfolio exquisitely
printed by Classic Color. This one example gets to the
heart of why embossing, when used to underscore a
piece’s visual component, is powerful enough to make
you believe you’re in a tropical paradise. The mind
knows that one’s eyes are cheats, but it always, always
trusts what the hands feel.

Fall 2017
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Basketful of Illusions
As a purveyor of mid- to high-end sunglasses founded
on that Hawaiian island, Maui Jim is a company that
doesn’t just sell a product but a lifestyle. This portfolio,
which houses several tabs as well as 8.5 x 11 inch sheets
about their various offerings, goes a long way toward
selling the fantasy.
Modeled on the weaved baskets they sold their
very first sunglasses from on the beaches of Maui,
the portfolio’s effectiveness is seen in the stunning
interaction between the gorgeous, detailed visual
reproduction of that weave and the sculptured
emboss texture that sells you on everything your
eyes see. A logo that appears to be weathered by time
spent in the ocean seals the deal. And just when you
think, “I’m completely buying this seaside illusion,”
you turn the portfolio over to see a die-cut seashell
closure and tie.
“Today’s high-end brands acknowledge that
after a person-to-person meeting, they must leave
something behind that reflects the quality and luxury
of the brand that can be passed on easily,” says Classic Color VP of Sales Jeff Hernandez. “The design
represents the brand’s origins. It makes for a great
success story that every representative can tell and
have something in hand that engages the consumer.”
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A Portfolio with
an Ocean View
As you would expect from something that looks this
good on the outside, opening this tri-fold piece does
not disappoint. Thanks to a clever design and scrupulous attention to detail, it boasts a great deal more
capacity for holding promo materials than it would
seem at first appearance. You’re presented with three
pockets for holding sales information—the center one
is even gusseted. Together, they leave you with an
uninterrupted view of a beach and ocean.
“It looks real simple,” admits Hernandez, but
imagine having to figure out how to ensure all the
pieces meet so that the horizon lines up perfectly
across all three panels. There was a lot of drawing lines
on paper and working out where the scores would
have to be made, and the thickness of the paper—130
lb. Domtar Cougar Smooth specified by the designer—
also had to be taken into account. Creating that seamless horizon was hands down the most challenging part
of the whole project. “Lots of math,” Hernandez says
with a chuckle. “Math doesn’t lie.”
Perhaps most astounding of all is the complete
lack of bruising in the ocean scene from the embossing on the other side. Actually, not so astounding,
since Hernandez and company duplex-laminated a

second sheet to the inside of each panel.
For the embossing, Classic Color made the CAD
file for the brass dies in-house, Hernandez explains,
and they were pretty big dies—they had to be wide
enough to cover all three panels of the piece.
There are a couple ways to measure the success
of a project like this. The first, of course, is through
client satisfaction. Maui Jim has been using this same
portfolio for six years now, so we can take that as
a yes. More importantly from an embossing standpoint, though, is the question of how well the piece
sells the illusion it is trying to project.

For Hernandez, who has never been to Hawaii,
it brings to mind his own trips to Mexico’s Cabo San
Lucas, particularly the people who sell trinkets on
the beach from picnic baskets that have a very similar
look. The Maui Jim portfolio “definitely has that ocean
feeling to it,” he says. And how nice, too, that he occasionally gets to see an ocean horizon that he doesn’t
have to plan, fold, and score himself ahead of time.
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OUTSIDE
THE BOX

BELLE FOX BUSINESS CARD
A sculptured emboss isn’t simply a nifty
little effect thrown in to grab attention,
it transforms paper into a true threedimensional object. And when it comes
to business cards, embossed animals
like this luscious white fox printed by
JukeboxPrint.com are wildly popular right
now, especially in Europe. Letterpress
printed with 5 colors on 220 lb. DT
Cover Neenah Crane’s Lettra, the highest
point on this card is .18 inches. Foxy!
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Now you see it.

Now you see even more.
No longer are you confined to choosing between a paper you can afford and a paper
that makes your projects shine. With Accent Opaque, more choices and more
opportunities to impress always appear before your eyes. To learn more about the
full line of Accent offerings, and to request printed samples, visit AccentAGame.com.
©2017 International Paper Company. All rights reserved. Accent is a registered trademark of International Paper Company
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